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First of the Summer Evenings

by Karen Anderson

      It was one of those long summer evenings. The kind in which the crickets chirp and a breeze softly rustles
the trees. It was the kind of evening that follows a scorching hot day when nobody has the energy to do
anything and nobody really wants to anyway.

      David’s parents were in the city for a few days, so he was staying at Stephen’s place. After dinner Stephen
suggested to his friend that they take their eeling forks and some stale bread and try their luck catching
Awesome the eel.

      Awesome lived in Cooper’s River and was the talk of the town.

      According to local sources, no one had ever been close to catching him.

      "If I catch him, I’ll be a hero at school," said Stephen.

      In the garden shed the boys filled an old canvas bag with the gear they would need, including Stephen’s
father’s fishing knife, some rope, a net, and a flashlight.

      His mother insisted they take their sweatshirts, as it would get colder later, and also put in a bottle of orange
juice. The old canvas bag was almost bursting at the seams.

      Grabbing their eeling forks, they set off.

      The two friends walked for a long time along the dusty road, sitting down every now and then to scratch
mosquito bites and to get rid of the stones that became wedged in their sneakers.

      They talked about the eel.

      It lived under the overhanging bank in the bend of the river, and was almost as big as an alligator�they
both agreed on that!

      It had teeth�no, it had fangs, which were stained red from the blood of its many victims, and the floor of
the eel’s den was covered with human bones, of all sizes and shapes.

      The eel was crafty too, so crafty he had been seen by only one person in living memory�scrawny little
Sam Tunney from across the river. Sam told the story of his life-and-death struggle with the eel when he turned
up on the school bus covered with cuts, bruises, and bandages.

      From that day on all the kids in the town had tried to get that crafty old eel, and some said they had seen it,
but they couldn’t prove anything. Not like Sam, who had the bandages to prove it!
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1.       Why did Stephen want to catch Awesome the eel?

A. to overcome his fear of the eel
B. to prove to David that he could do it
C. so that he would be a hero at school
D. because the eel was a dangerous animal
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2.       Which sentence BEST explains the meaning of paragraph 4?

A. All of the people in town say the eel can't be caught.
B. Everyone in town says that no one has eeling equipment.
C. The local newspaper has not found anyone who could catch the eel.
D. The people in town say that no one has been able to catch the eel.

3.       People believed Sam Tunney's story about the eel because

A. he was honest.
B. he had bandages.
C. he took a picture.
D. he was very small.

4.       The word crafty in paragraph 14 means

A. tricky.
B. ugly.
C. mean.
D. bashful.

5.       Which word means the OPPOSITE of scrawny in paragraph 13?

A. big
B. tiny
C. short
D. fragile

6.       Stephen and David took stale bread with them to

A. throw away.
B. feed to the birds.
C. use as bait for the eel.
D. eat in case they got hungry.

7.

Which statement is probably NOT true?

A. Other people had attempted to catch the eel.
B. Awesome the eel was almost as big as an alligator.
C. David and Stephen prepared themselves to catch the eel.
D. Sam turned up on the school bus covered with cuts, bruises, and bandages.
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8.       The purpose of this passage is to

A. scare.
B. give information.
C. provide entertainment.
D. persuade.

9.       When did Stephen and David go to the river?

A. in the afternoon
B. during the evening
C. just before daybreak
D. in the middle of the night

10.       A synonym for the word wedged in paragraph 9 is

A. stuck.
B. divided.
C. pointed.
D. attached.
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from Shark Rescue

by Tandi Jackson

     Maria waved to her family as the ferry pulled out of Luganville harbor. The trip to Malekula could be long
and uncomfortable, but Maria had been looking forward to it all term. After a year of school and exams, she was
going to enjoy her vacation. "Even if I have to help my cousins in the gardens, there will still be plenty of time
for fun," she thought.

     Searching for a seat on the crowded ferry Maria stepped over boxes of canned meat, chickens in cages,
bananas, and clusters of coconuts that cluttered the deck. At last, she found a place to sit next to a woman with a
baby in her arms and another small child clinging to her skirt.

     Maria smiled at the child and held out her hand to him. "How about sitting on my knee?" she asked kindly.

     The small boy buried his head in his mother's skirt.

     "Tavita's very shy," laughed his mother. "We live at Aulua, but we've been visiting Tavita's grandmother at
Luganville. Now, I can't wait to get home." She looked anxiously at the darkening sky. "I hope we are not going
to run into bad weather. Sometimes, the seas can be very rough."

     "Well, we may as well get comfortable," said Maria, putting her bags under the seat. "It's going to be a long
night."

Used by permission of Wright Group Publishing

11. The two characters from the passage who live in the same town are

A. Maria and Tavita's grandmother.
B. Maria's grandmother and Tavita.
C. Maria and Tavita's mother.
D. Maria and Tavita.

12. During which vacation break is Maria taking this trip?  

A. spring  
B. summer  
C. winter  
D. fall  

13. This passage  

A. tells a story.  
B. explains something.  
C. persuades the reader to do something.  
D. describes a person or thing.  
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14. The setting of the passage is a

A. garden.
B. house.
C. school.
D. harbor.

15. Which phrase below BEST describes what Maria wants to do?

A. return to school
B. enjoy her vacation
C. help care for Tavita
D. visit her grandmother
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from The Best Diver in the World

By Jack Gabolinscy

     Mark walked backward into the water until it reached his waist. Several times he ducked beneath the surface,
allowing the water to creep inside his wet suit. Soon his warm body temperature would heat that layer of water,
and it would help to prevent the cold from affecting him so quickly. He tightened his weight-belt, blew a spray of
water out of his snorkel, and wiped the face of his mask. Turning, he propelled himself gently out into the bay.

     Below Mark saw a world of activity. A timid snapper poked its nose out from under the reef, flicked its tail,
and, in a sliver of flashing silver, was gone. A moray eel, opening and closing its jaws, backed slowly into its
hole. Schools of little reef fish hustled about their business. A stingray tossed itself and rose in a cloud of sand.
Like a giant butterfly, it glided out of sight.

     Then, in the deepest part of the bay, Mark saw the biggest crayfish he'd ever seen. He backpedaled to a
submerged rock, disarmed his spear gun, laid it on a ledge, and put on his gloves.

     "He's seen something," said a child, watching Mark from the shore.

     "No," replied a more knowledgeable fellow. "He's just getting himself comfortable."

     Out on the water, Mark floated, breathing noisily through his snorkel. The sun warmed his back. His eyes
never left the crayfish. He prepared himself for what he knew was going to be a really deep dive. Once . . . twice
. . . three times, Mark sucked huge mouthfuls of air down into his lungs. Down went his head; up flashed his
flippers. Down through the water he dived, his heavy weight-belt speeding his descent. Down. Down. Down. His
cheeks bulged as he cleared the pressure from his ears. Down. Down. Down. His eyes felt like they were being
pressed back into his skull. He squeezed his nose and depressurized again.

     Long before his outstretched hands reached the crayfish, Mark knew he wasn't going to make it. It was too
deep. He hadn't prepared himself properly. His eyes and nose and ears were hurting from the pressure.
Reluctantly, he gave up and swam for the surface.

 Used by permission of Wright Group Publishing.

16.       Which was the first step Mark took in preparing for a really deep dive?

A. He tightened his weight-belt.
B. He saw the biggest crayfish he'd ever seen.
C. He squeezed his nose and depressurized again.
D. He sucked huge mouthfuls of air down into his lungs.
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17.       In paragraph 2 the author writes, "A stingray tossed itself and rose in a cloud of sand. Like a giant butterfly, it
glided out of sight."

Which group of words is a simile?
A. in a cloud of sand
B. glided out of sight
C. like a giant butterfly
D. tossed itself and rose

18.       Which of the following BEST describes the main idea of this passage?

A. winning a diving contest
B. learning how to scuba dive
C. diving for lost treasure and succeeding
D. diving for crayfish and not succeeding

19.       How did Mark feel at the end of the passage?

A. disappointed
B. overjoyed
C. happy
D. lonely
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Georgia Peach

On a plate in front of me
Sits a Georgia peach.
It once grew on a tall tree
High and out of reach.

The ripe fruit fell on the ground
Like a present from the sky.
I picked it up and ran around
So happy I could fly.

I took the peach home with me
As quickly as I could.
I washed it off and I could see
The peach would taste so good.

Now upon a plate it sits
Fuzzy and round and sweet.
Here I sit and look at it,
My very own treat to eat.

20.       Which of the following BEST describes how the speaker feels in the poem?

A. angry
B. excited
C. reserved
D. confused

21.       Why is it important that the peach fell to the ground?

A. because it made a noise
B. because before it was out of reach
C. because that means it will taste bad
D. because then it could join others on the ground

22.       Calling the peach "a present from the sky" suggests that the speaker

A. really likes peaches.
B. was expecting a present.
C. received a gift box of peaches.
D. does not know where the peach comes from.
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23.       In the poem, the speaker does not eat the peach because

A. the peach still needs to be washed.
B. the peach is not ripe enough to eat.
C. opening a present is more fun.
D. waiting to eat it is exciting.

24.       Why is it important that the peach fell to the ground?

A. because that means it won't taste good
B. because then it could join all the others on the ground
C. because before it was out of reach
D. because it made a noise

25.       Why doesn't the author eat the peach during the poem?

A. because the poem is about the excitement of waiting to eat it
B. because the author decided in the poem not to eat it
C. because the peach is not ripe enough to eat
D. because the peach still needs to be washed
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Answer Key

1. C) so that he would be a hero at school

2. D) The people in town say that no one has been able to catch the eel.

3. B) he had bandages.

4. A) tricky.

5. A) big

6. C) use as bait for the eel.

7. B) Awesome the eel was almost as big as an alligator.

8. C) provide entertainment.

9. B) during the evening

10. A) stuck.

11. A) Maria and Tavita's grandmother.

12. B) summer  

13. A) tells a story.  

14. D) harbor.

15. B) enjoy her vacation

16. D) He sucked huge mouthfuls of air down into his lungs.

17. C) like a giant butterfly

18. D) diving for crayfish and not succeeding

19. A) disappointed

20. B) excited

21. B) because before it was out of reach

22. A) really likes peaches.
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23. D) waiting to eat it is exciting.

24. C) because before it was out of reach

25. A) because the poem is about the excitement of waiting to eat it
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